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Why do some things succeed in the marketplace of ideas? While
some have argued that an idea’s content drives success, others sug-
gest that style, or the way in which ideas are presented, also plays
an important role. To provide a particularly stringent test of style’s
importance, we examine it in a context where one might imagine
content is paramount and style is not: academic research. While
scientists often see writing as merely a disinterested way to com-
municate unobstructed truth, natural language processing of over
75,000 articles from a range of disciplines indicates that writing style
shapes research’s impact. Ancillary analyses further suggest how
style matters, highlighting the role of writing complexity, use of per-
sonal voice, and temporal perspective (i.e., past vs. present tense).
Taken together, the results provide empirical evidence that (writing)
style matters, suggest how to boost academic research’s impact, and
highlight the value of natural language processing to shed light on
drivers of cultural success.
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Why do some things succeed in the marketplace of ideas?1

One possibility centers on content. Certain things suc-2

ceed because they are better than what came previously (e.g.,3

relative advantage; 1). High speed internet replaced dial-up4

because it was faster and easier to use. Einstein’s theory of gen-5

eral relativity replaced Newton’s law of universal gravitation6

because it better explained the experimental evidence.7

Another possibility, however, has less to do with content8

and more to do with style. The manner, or style, with which9

things are presented shapes their impact.10

To provide a particularly stringent test of style’s importance,11

we examine it in a context where one might imagine content is12

paramount and style is not: academic research. Science prides13

itself on being an objective exercise, where writing is merely a14

disinterested way to communicate unobstructed truth (2, 3).15

The notion is that some discoveries (e.g., general relativity) are16

simply more novel, groundbreaking, or valuable than others,17

and citations are seen as an unbiased measure of such quality18

(4).19

Testing style’s impact, however, is challenging. It’s one20

thing to theorize that certain writing approaches are better,21

but actually measuring adherence to those approaches and22

linking them to a consequential outcome is difficult. Further,23

it can be tough to separate style from content. Even if papers24

that write certain ways (e.g., use more emotional language)25

are cited more, this could be driven by the subject matter26

discussed. Papers studying certain topics (i.e., emotions) likely27

use more language related to emotion, and thus topic, rather28

than writing style itself, could be driving impact.29

To address these challenges, we focus on a small class of30

words that play a unique role in communication. Function31

words (e.g., conjunctions, grammatical articles, and preposi-32

tions, such as “and”, “the”, and “on”) make up only a tiny33

portion of the human vocabulary (i.e., 0.04%; 5) but appear34

in every sentence. They convey little semantic value on their 35

own, but bind and enrich the nouns, verbs, and adjectives 36

that make up communication content (6). Because they are 37

largely meaningless without content, function words are often 38

treated as junk by language scholars (7) and tossed out like 39

meaningless garbage before text analysis is performed (“stop 40

words;” 8). 41

But while function words tend to receive little attention 42

from both scholars and communicators, they are particularly 43

valuable here because they capture style rather than content. 44

Indeed, researchers often refer to them as “style words” because 45

they are seen as reflecting things about a communicator’s 46

linguistic style rather than anything about what is being 47

discussed (7). Consequently, if function words help explain the 48

impact of academic research, it suggests that style matters. 49

To test this possibility, we examine tens of thousands of 50

articles from a range of disciplines. Controlling for article 51

content, we examine whether writing style impacts citations, 52

and if so, how. 53

Results 54

First, we examine whether style matters. Results of a negative 55

binomial regression suggest that above and beyond the variance 56

explained by non-language features (R2 = 0.136), adding style 57

features helps explain how many citations articles receive 58

(R2 = 0.153, F = 14.600, p < .001, see Table 1). Adding style 59

features also adds predictive power even once article content 60

is included (R2 = 0.224 vs. 0.214, F = 2.620, p < .05, see 61

Table 1). Results persist controlling for other factors (e.g., 62

author prominence, where authors are from, and other content 63

controls, Supplementary Information) and ancillary analyses 64

suggest the effects are driven by more than just abstracts 65

alone. 66

These results are intriguing, but one could wonder whether 67

they might somehow be driven by the modeling approach 68

used. While results are the same using a penalized regression, 69

maybe there are non-linear relationships between the non- 70

language or content controls and citations, for example, or 71

interactions between these variables that, once included, would 72

wipe out any effect of style features. Even using a more 73

sophisticated two-layer feed-forward neural network to predict 74

citations (Supplementary Information), however, including 75

style features still adds additional predictive power (R2 = 0.234 76

vs. 0.209, F = 7.000, p < .001). 77

Taken together, these results suggest that style matters. 78

Style features increase the variance explained by 1.0-2.5%, 79

which is 4-11% of the overall variance explained and 20-27% of 80
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the variance explained by language content (i.e., LDA topics).81

This result suggests that fewer than 500 style words that82

contain no ideas or content on their own hold up against over83

7 million content words in explaining an idea’s success.84

Second, we examine how style matters: whether certain85

ways of writing increases impact. Analyses suggest complexity,86

personal voice, and temporal perspective may all play a role.87

Complexity. While academic ideas are often quite complex,88

communicating them more simply should increase their impact.89

This may be particularly important in the beginning of an90

article where authors are laying out their thinking and ex-91

plaining how their work relates to prior research. To test this92

possibility, we extract each article’s front end (i.e., literature93

review and theorizing, Supplementary Information).94

Results indicate that papers whose front ends use less95

complex writing are cited more. Articles and prepositions are96

two types of style words linked to cognitive complexity (9–11).97

Grammatical articles ask readers to make distinctions between98

a single case or class of something (e.g., the car vs. a car) while99

prepositions describe the nature of linkages between nouns,100

pronouns, or phrases (e.g., growth despite inflation; ate more101

candies except when). Consistent with the notion that less102

complex writing boosts citations, papers that use fewer articles103

(β = −0.030, p < .001) or prepositions (β = −0.016, p < .01) in104

the front end are cited more. Traditional readability measures105

show similar effects (Supplementary Information).106

We do not mean to suggest that complexity is always107

bad. Complexity in the methods and results may sometimes108

be useful or even required. Indeed, the cost of complexity109

seems to weaken (βarticles = −0.009, p = .10) or even reverses110

(βprepositions = 0.029, p < .001), in the middle section where111

methods or results are discussed.112

Personal Voice. Academic writing guides have long sug-113

gested that authors should write in a manner that is distant,114

objective, and devoid of self-reference (e.g., first-person pro-115

nouns like I or we; 12, 13). But is that actually more effective?116

In contrast to prior suggestions, results suggest that per-117

sonal voice may sometimes be beneficial. Papers whose118

front ends are written with more function words used for119

self-reference (i.e., first person pronouns) are cited more120

(β = 0.083, p < .001). Papers written with more first-person121

pronouns in the middle, usually empirical section, however,122

are cited less (β = −0.033, p < .05). This may reflect the123

degree to which personal ownership is valuable in different124

parts of a paper. Taking personal ownership of arguments,125

hypotheses, and contributions (e.g., “we suggest” versus “the126

present research suggests”) that are empirically supported127

may make the authors seem more prescient, increasing the128

perceived authority of the research. Taking personal own-129

ership of methods and results (e.g., “we asked participants130

to do X,” versus “participants did X”), however, may make131

methodological choices seem more subjective. Similarly, saying132

“we show” rather than “results show” may make it seem that133

the results are driven more by author choices, and thus less134

objective. Along these lines, impersonal pronouns (e.g., it or135

that), which remove a personal actor from the results (e.g.,136

“this shows” rather than “we show”) are also linked to greater137

citations in the middle section (β = 0.077, p < .001).138

Temporal Perspective. Journal style guides, and academics139

themselves, commonly recommend describing research using140

the past tense (2, 12, 14). But is that actually more effective?141

Analysis of a function word category (i.e., auxiliary verbs), 142

as well as temporal language more generally, suggests past- 143

focused language may actually reduce citations. Auxiliary 144

verbs (e.g., had or will) modify content verbs and can signal 145

their framing in time (e.g., “had considered” or “will consider”). 146

While a paper’s content (i.e., theorizing, methods, and results) 147

occurred in the past, using present tense may make that 148

content seem more current and in the moment (15). To test 149

this possibility, judges coded each auxiliary verb based on 150

whether it referenced the past, present, or future. 151

Results indicate that while papers written with more past- 152

focused auxiliary verbs are cited less (β = −0.100, p < .001), 153

those written with more present-focused auxiliary verbs are 154

cited more (β = 0.072, p < .01). Temporal language shows 155

similar effects (Supplementary Information). 156

50,000+ Additional Articles 157

One might wonder whether the results are somehow driven by 158

the particular journals used. To test this possibility, we col- 159

lected an additional dataset of 52,633 articles from 27 journals 160

in areas such as chemistry, biology, physics, medicine, engi- 161

neering, and computer science (Supplementary Information). 162

Results are extremely similar. Style features still help explain 163

how many citations articles receive, above and beyond article 164

content. Further, style matters in similar ways. Even in this 165

alternate set of journals, writing complexity, personal voice, 166

and temporal perspective seem to play a role in research’s 167

impact. 168

Discussion 169

Academics and practitioners alike have long debated about 170

why things succeed in the marketplace of ideas. But while 171

content certainly matters, the present work suggests that style 172

also plays an important role. Even in a domain like academic 173

research, where writing is often seen as merely a disinterested 174

way to communicate truth, writing style helps explain the 175

impact (i.e., number of citations) ideas achieve. 176

Ancillary analyses shed light on how style matters. While 177

academic ideas are often complex, results suggest that ex- 178

plaining things simply may be important, particularly in a 179

paper’s front end. While some have suggested that first per- 180

son voice is bad because it distracts from the paper’s content 181

(12), results suggest that there are times for taking personal 182

credit for writing (i.e., front end) and others for letting the 183

paper’s content stand on its own (i.e., methods and results). 184

And while journal style guides often suggest using past tense, 185

results suggest that using the present tense (e.g., we theorize 186

instead of theorized) may be more beneficial. 187

These findings have clear implications. Peer-reviewed re- 188

search often adopts a dry, dense, and impersonal style that 189

can be challenging to both read and understand (16, 17). But 190

while academics across disciplines have intermittently theo- 191

rized about what counts as “better writing” (12, 18), little 192

work has actually tested these suggestions. This work suggests 193

that a few relatively simple shifts in writing (e.g., simplicity) 194

may help boost research’s impact. In addition, the findings 195

also highly the importance of style in the marketplace of ideas 196

more generally. Ideas succeed not only based on their content, 197

but how they are framed and conveyed. 198

Future research might delve into other ways language shapes 199

impact. Expressing more certainty, for example, may be bene- 200
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Table 1. Style words and citations

Baseline +Style Baseline + Content +Style Baseline + Content +Style

Overall R2 0.136 0.153 0.214 0.224 0.209 0.234
Style Features yes yes yes
Content Controls

LDA Topics yes yes yes yes
Non-Language Controls

Publication Year yes yes yes yes yes yes
Journal yes yes yes yes yes yes
Article Length yes yes yes yes yes yes
Abstract Length yes yes yes yes yes yes
Title Length yes yes yes yes yes yes
Article Order yes yes yes yes yes yes
Num Authors yes yes yes yes yes yes
Author Gender yes yes yes yes yes yes
Num References yes yes yes yes yes yes
Article Type yes yes yes yes yes yes

Given interest in the predictive power of models with different numbers of predictors, model comparisons use predicted R2 values from
out-of-sample 10-fold cross validation (90% training and 10% test). Results also replicate performing in-sample comparisons with adjusted R2

values.

ficial (because it increases the perception that a phenomenon201

is true) or detrimental (if it seems unwarranted; 19). Using202

more familiar language may help if it makes things easier to203

read. Compared to using definite articles (i.e., “the”, which204

specifies a singular, identified member of the type, e.g., violat-205

ing the norm of ...) using indefinite articles (i.e., “a” or “an”206

which means that any member of that type is being discussed,207

e.g., violating a norm of ...), may make content seem broader208

and generally applicable, which may increase citations. Lan-209

guage’s impact may also vary by discipline. While jargon may210

generally decrease readability (20), and thus citations, it may211

increase impact in disciplines where it is seen as a signal of212

credibility.213

Finally, this work highlights the value of using natural214

language processing to study culture. Cultural items like aca-215

demic articles, songs, books, and movies often succeed or fail,216

but understanding why requires being able to quantify their217

underlying features or dimensions. Automated text analysis218

makes this possible, and as a result, will hopefully unlock a219

range of interesting insights.220

Materials and Methods221

We compiled a corpus of 28,988 full-text peer-reviewed articles222

from 22 different journals from 1990-2018 (full data and method223

details are presented in Supplementary Information). Writing style224

was measured using the incidence rate (proportion of words) of225

each of the nine categories of function words (i.e., auxiliary verbs,226

conjunctions, grammatical articles, impersonal pronouns, negations,227

personal pronouns, prepositions, quantifiers, and common adverbs)228

in each article, and we collected the number of citations each article229

achieved. We control for a variety of factors beyond the article text230

that are linked to citations, and given certain content (i.e., research231

topics or areas) might be cited more (19), we control for this as232

well. To examine whether style matters, we test whether beyond233

the variance explained by article content and non-language features,234

including style features adds explanatory power (i.e., helps explain235

the number of citations articles receive).236
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